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COVERSTORY

F
or David Gomez, jumping down a staircase comes
almost as naturally as walking down its steps. He
can flip backward or forward from the top, do a
handstand on the railing or just casually walk up.

Whether he chooses to defy gravity depends on how
strong an urge Gomez, 22, of Bayport, has to begin a
sequence of parkour moves.

Parkour is a series of move-
ments based on a training disci-
pline that involves climbing,
jumping, running, rolling and
balancing — ranging from diving
off rooftops to scaling walls —
and is usually done on hard surfac-
es in urban environments. The
purpose is to build mental and
physical strength, swiftly traverse
obstacles and reach a destination,
all without falling down. It was
developed in France in the late
1980s and gained popularity in the
West in the mid-2000s when it
was featured in mainstream ac-
tion movies, such as the James
Bond film “Casino Royale” and

the Jason Bourne series. Social
media have boosted parkour’s
allure by allowing people to share
videos of their moves.

“Nowadays, kids see all these
[parkour] videos that get so much
hype and they see the people who
do it are very healthy, active and
cool to watch that the under-
ground has kind of disappeared,”
said Gomez, a hardware techni-
cian. “It’s kind of like how skate-
boarding went professional.”

Parkour has its roots in French
military obstacle training courses
from World War I and II designed
to increase soldiers’ ability to
move in battle. It has spawned

Jumping over obstacles, some very hard,
is a thrill that some can’t seem to resist

Heels over head for

PARKOUR
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COVERSTORY

two offshoots — freerunning and
tricking.

A typical parkour sequence may
start with vaulting from one roof-
top to another, making a way
inside the building and then leap-
ing down a staircase to reach the
ground floor. While a parkour
enthusiast would simply jump
over a wall in his path, a freerun-
ner would scale it and then leap
off doing a back-flip.

Tricking is a mix of jumps with
flips and twists, martial arts kicks
and break-dancing moves in a finite
space and on more forgiving surfac-
es than those used in parkour.

Gomez leads Genesis PKTK, a
group of about four parkour enthu-
siasts and seven trickers. Earlier
this summer, the team held regular
tricking practices at the beach in
Smith Point County Park in Mas-
tic. Their parkour training ses-
sions, which take place about
twice a month in Port Jefferson by
the harbor, become spectacles
often captured on spectators’

phones.
Matt Jones, 16, got hooked on

parkour two years ago after
seeing a YouTube video of a
stuntman re-enacting scenes
from a video game. Jones, of
Rocky Point, said he was slight-
ly overweight in middle school
and likes that parkour can
boost fitness.

For Jones’ father, Mark, 52,
parkour is more than just a
hobby for his son — it helps
keep him alive. Matt Jones has
had Type 1 diabetes since he
was 12. Parkour ramps up his
metabolism, lowering the num-
ber of insulin shots he has to
take.

“I’ll support him any way I
can,” Mark Jones said. “He’s not
jumping off of buildings; not
yet anyway.”

Max Henry, 22, of Malverne,
is jumping off trucks when he’s
not teaching parkour at The
Movement Creative, a Manhat-
tan-based community outreach

organization. In an American
Eagle Outfitters commercial
playing in Times Square, Henry
does a forward flip from the
back of a pickup truck, vaults
over the roof and sails over the
vehicle’s hood wearing the
brand’s new line of flexible
jeans.

Though Henry, who has eight
years of parkour experience
under his belt, said he would
earn more money by putting to
use the bachelor’s degree in
math he earned from Hofstra
University in 2014, teaching
parkour is his passion.

“As you teach more often,
you meet people who say, ‘I
really think parkour is amazing,
but I could never do that; I’m
not fit enough, I’m too fat, I’m
too old,’” said Henry. “Eventual-
ly, if they stick with it, they’ll be
able to get it.”

LEAPS AND BOUNDS David Gomez, 22, moves skyward
in Port Jefferson. “Parkour is challenging yourself to overcome
obstacles and become better at movement,” explains Travis
Graves, training director at American Parkour in Washington, D.C.

FLIPPING OUT The Genesis PKTK team
practices moves in Port Jefferson by the harbor.

] See a video and more photos at newsday.com/lilife

ON THE MOVE Gomez, of
Bayport, notes that young people
are getting inspired to try parkour
after seeing videos posted online.

newsday.com/lilife

ON THE COVER
David Gomez seems
to fly above the sand
as he practices his
tricking skills at Smith
Point County Park in
Mastic last month.

More photos on G6-7
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COVERSTORY

Photos by Alejandra Villa

Jumping
off
points

GRAVITY-DEFYING When Gomez and his
friends practice parkour outside, they often find
spectators capturing their moves on phones.

LIKE IN THE MOVIES Gomez practices a
parkour stunt high up in Port Jefferson. Travis
Graves of American Parkour says parkour, tricking
and freerunning all “make you more calculated,
more mindful, more precise.”
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COVERSTORY

DIVE
RIGHT IN?
Gomez seems
unfazed by a
discipline that
many would
consider too
dangerous
to try.

STRENGTH
TRAINING
Parkour has its
roots in French
military
obstacle
training
courses. Many
enthusiasts,
Gomez
included, feel
the moves help
enhance
fitness.

newsday.com/lilife

BALANCING ACT Parkour instructor Joe Prianti demonstrates a
move for his students at Free to Fly gym in Lake Ronkonkoma. Mark
Toorock, founder of American Parkour in Washington, D.C., estimates
that 10,000 people worldwide train regularly in parkour.
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